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Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper man-
agement concept is that resources may be reallo-
cated from a paper with strong revenues to

another with weaker.  But which one of us, as readers, and
as citizens of a community, would be satisfied to have our
community paper weakened, its staff and supplies and its
ability to present a cohesive image of our community ac-
tivities to us all diminished, so that another community's
paper, belonging to the same chain, perhaps one more fa-
vored by a faraway corporate manager, would thrive?
This is why Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday
News that they can truly call their own.

Teachers who expose students to the incomprehensible aren’t
teaching, they’re indulging themselves, and taking an un-
warranted risk.

NewsMedia, wallowing in untrustworthiness rooted in politics,
are swamping campuses with wildly over imagined dramatizations
of racism, misogeny, narcissism.  All are far removed from realities,
while education publishers are rewriting histories, ignoring law and
integrity, 

No child can understand, and no educator should treat and re-
gard subjects of such extraordinary controversy, as if children in
their charge were adults.  Particularly if the educator can’t even de-
fine the thing they are accusing others of.

The May 23, 2017 meeting of Hendry County’s Board of Educa-
tion witnessed a discussion of a highly placed Hendry county ad-
ministrator, Lucinda Kelley, now deputy superintendent, expressing
on social media, even if only momentarily before erasures, one of the
unfortunate prejudices circulating in our country, white nationalism.
The matter was concluded with appropriate intervention by the su-
perintendent of schools.

The school district regulations state, “Postings to social media
should be done in a manner sensitive to the staff member’s profes-
sional responsibilities.” She had disregarded that.

Social media, with its live audience and seeming freedom, sug-
gests/implies that the new world is one of free expression.  We can
expect mistakes to be made experimenting along those lines before
realization sets in that freedom comes with requirements.

Communication is not noise. 

Unhinged people and out-of-their-minds juveniles, such as one
screaming “fire” in a crowded theater, have not been taught that such
behavior is prohibited.  Freedom of speech is not a superficial pleas-
antry, it is to be maintained as the essential foundation of American
democracy —which is frail— and must be regarded as a privilege for
those who have a grasp of integrity in their words, and reality in their
minds.  It comes back to teachers.

Freedom of speech is abused everywhere, worst by our American
media.  A comedian holds aloft the simulated severed head of the
most important officeholder in the world exactly as John Wilkes
Booth performed on stage his encouragements to assassinate.
Young people, particularly ill-educated ones with no idea who Booth
was, have no idea what to think.  The time becomes ripe for history
to repeat itself.

Those teachers who think that total freedom of speech is more im-
portant than such events as assassinations are wrong.  The Twenti-
eth century’s assassination had incalculable consequences.

At no time as today’s has such an inexplicable depravity swamped
our country’s culture, and children in school cannot comprehend it
from their daily doses of shallow propaganda.  

Partaking in the chaos and pouring fuel on the fire is unaccept-
able.  A teacher’s career should not hinge on a thoughtless remark,
such as Kelley’s of a year ago.

But there can be no protecting faculty who are indulging them-
selves.  This is not an economic equation.  In the wake of the furor
over school shootings and getting defenses underway, Board of Ed-
ucaiton policy was disregarded last week.  Same woman as last time.

Every day in our leading institutions of higher education are clear
indications of the woeful immaturity of young people.  Children are
absurdly made uncertain what sex they are.  Last year someone
named Heather Havrilesky declared “white nationalism is here,” a
false statement dramatizing a need for a dramatic battle cry.  She
went on, urging polarization where none was called for, “You don’t
get to be a natural brand or person.”  A teacher should have corrected
her that America is designed for the self-reliant individual to have
peaceable surroundings in which to work persistently to make his
or her dreams come true.   Those are the rules.   And they’re good
rules, the best the human race has ever devised.  Others enjoy more
stability and less waste, perhaps.  But no kingdoms, no corporate
states, ever devised better.  

Mesmerized, confused, distracted children have found out about
it from conscientious teachers.  Somebody declared on social media
last year that “White people have a curious way of making me
ashamed to be a white person,” and Kelley endorsed that by sharing
it around among her acquaintances, then added her own unprofes-
sional twist, observing things were “so embarrassing I really wish
Mr. Trump would stop acting like an eighth grade girl with PMS.” 

Teachers: Unless you’ve got EVIDENCE of racism, mi-
sogyny, narcissism etc., shut your mouth and get to work.
Put your head down, teach the kids to work together, that
we are one.

Bragging?  Bragging???
Obama's Insinuation: if it wasn't news it must not have been
significant, so he's here celebrated for coverups of his ad-
ministration of nothing but concealed dysfunctions. Means
newsmedia hid EVERYTHING.
(Corporation control of information dissemination appara-
tus today still results in continued concealment of democ-
racy's significant news)

Spy-games of the recent 
blacks-run administration
Spying apparatus was a toy shop to Obama's employ-

ees at play. No boundaries on personal behavior any
more than national borders. Call it the "Obama Fling"

years we now have to waste time eradicating, requiring the
patience of Job, which Mr. Trump has in spades. Why
couldn't Colin Powell have stepped up when he was
needed? Did his bit for king and country and that was IT?

SPIKE LEE THROWING OUT THE GENOCIDE AGAIN 
Murdering the labor force? Spike Lee's the fool. America
was built on money, only. Without business, notably the lu-
crative slave trade, Spike Lee's ancestry would've remained
entirely African jungle primitives. ALL of them. He never
would've been named "Spike" at all.

Culturally admissible

MS-13 raises mindless savagery to useless self-de-
feating levels, alien to itself beyond every other
species, so in California they're quite well under-

stood, thank you.  Surely the kind words of our California
politicians touched the hearts in every misunderstood MS-
13 gang of killers

Teachers who indulge their political views
Electoral 
College 
= Stability:

There is in common usage
the word "trigger" among
young people. It's also an

acknowledgment that they're prone
to overreact, to panic under the
slightest pressure, indicating
they're so much of a collective, a
hive, that unless reined in by a
hovering individualistic adult, the
entire body of young people will
run wild, can't help but stampede
in an arena at the sound of a deto-
nation.  Most of the dead were
stampeded.  Electoral College con-
troversy results from the assault on
the American National culture.
The system is really dual, held in
place by the rules in our American
National culture: on higher levels
for deciding matters of principle
it's a republic, on lower municipal
issues such as sanitation it's
democracy where any form of so-
cialism (Bridgeport 30 yrs
McLevy) or dictator (Daley) is
permitted. Origins of it all in
Greece were plainer when people
had classical educations such as
the Founding Fathers. Thanks for
nothing again to today’s teachers.

Calling it . . .
“FBI scandal?” 

Idiotic to reduce the SWAMP
corruption to the minimaliz-
ing "FBI scandal" title.

Swamp included all intelligence
gatherers, all newsmedia, leader-
ships of both parties, academia,
United Nations, vastly influential
fundraising apparatus and tech-
nology executives, and as always
the filthy rich. The usual crowd
deserving of trust. Necessary
remedies were scary in 2016,
when Dick Van Dyke, 90, said of
Donald Trump, "He has been a
magnet to all the racists and
xenophobes in the country, I
haven't been this scared since the
Cuban Missile Crisis. I think the
human race is hanging in a deli-
cate balance right now, and I'm
just so afraid he will put us in a
war. He scares me." Correctly,
the human race WAS hanging in
a balance, thanks to the Obama
fling through the centers of
power. Racists, xenophobes,
whatever, had superior insight
and the courage to act, thank
God.

Former President Barack Obama on Wednesday seemingly joked
to an audience at a Las Vegas tech conference that his eight-year

presidency was scandal-free.
"I didn't have scandals, which seems like it shouldn't be something

you brag about," Obama said, according to Newsweek.


